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Abstract

The widespread adoption of reference-based automatic evaluation metrics such as ROUGE has
promoted the development of document summarization. In this paper, we consider a new pro-
tocol for designing reference-based metrics that require the endorsement of source document(s).
Following protocol, we propose an anchored ROUGE metric fixing each summary particle on
source document, which bases the computation on more solid ground. Empirical results on
benchmark datasets validate that source document helps to induce a higher correlation with hu-
man judgments for ROUGE metric. Being self-explanatory and easy-to-implement, the protocol
can naturally foster various effective designs of reference-based metrics besides the anchored
ROUGE introduced here.

1 Introduction

Automatic evaluation metric plays a vital role in evaluating system performance for the task of document
summarization. Challenges remain in the design of an ideal evaluation metric and the off-the-shelf met-
rics have their own drawbacks (Schluter, 2017; Kryscinski et al., 2019). The widely adopted metrics, e.g.
ROUGE (Lin, 2004), are reference-based in that they compare the output of some summarizer (namely
peer summary) with one or multiple human-authored summaries (namely reference/model summary).
The reference-free metrics are still not mature enough to be utilized for evaluation in a real-world setting
since their correlations with human judgments have been reported to fall far behind reference-based met-
rics, especially for multi-document summarization (Peyrard et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2020)1. In this paper,
we consider a new protocol of reference-based summarization metrics by rethinking the role of source
document which is indeed a lost treasure neglected by most previous works. Furthermore, a specific
implementation of the protocol (i.e. anchored version of ROUGE) will be discussed.

The reference-based metrics that already exist typically pursue a kinda computation of overlap be-
tween the peer and reference summary either at a lexical level (Lin, 2004) or at a semantic level (Ng
and Abrecht, 2015; Sun and Nenkova, 2019; Zhang et al., 2019). However, to our knowledge, few of
them consider the impact of source document (or documents in multi-document summarization) on the
computation. This goes against common sense as source document is the true information source of both
summaries and can be utilized to boost the discriminative power of metrics. Therefore, we advance a
new protocol of reference-based metrics for the evaluation of document summarization. More specifi-
cally, the direct participation of source document is a necessity to compute any reference-based metric
for document summarization. This makes source document endorse a certain metric and the advantage
lies with the ability to fact-check the information of peer summary based on the information pool (i.e.
source document). The protocol change is illustrated in Figure 1. Metrics designed under the new proto-
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Figure 1: The transition from old-fashioned to newly-introduced protocol for designing reference-based
automatic evaluation metrics in the document summarization task. The curved arrows on the right show
that both summaries are derived from the source document.

col are called “active metrics” since they will be able to refer to the source. In a word, the new protocol
has introduced a key dimension that can nurture reference-based summarization metrics.

For a verification purpose, we propose an anchored version of ROUGE metric under the new protocol.
The anchors here mean a set of lexical items (called particles) in source document corresponding to a
certain particle in the summary (peer or reference). Utilizing anchor set in the computation of ROUGE
can introduce a weighted scheme that focuses more on the link to source document, as will be detailed
in the next section.

2 A Specific Implementation: Anchored ROUGE

Following the new protocol, the ROUGE metric can be revised by introducing the anchor set for each
particle (i.e. lexical item such as n-gram and skipping bigram) in both peer and reference summaries.
The anchor set for a particle in the summary comprises k particles in source document, each of which
is a good match for the summary particle. In other words, anchor sets serve as the ground of summary
particles.

We build the anchor set As for summary particle s following the two steps: (1) Compute the cosine
similarity of embedding vectors of s and d with d being any arbitrary document particle (s and d should
be of the same lexical form such as bigram); (2) Extract top-k document particles based on similarity
to form the anchor set, i.e. As = {ds1, ds2, ..., dsk}. Also, we record the similarity as the strength of
anchor and denote the strength between s and dsi as qsi (1 ≤ i ≤ k). The embedding vector of the
particle in this paper is obtained by averaging the contextualized embeddings of all tokens occurring in
the particle. Specifically, in the following experiment, we will sum the last four hidden layers of the pre-
trained uncased BERT Base model2 (Devlin et al., 2019) to get the embedding for each token (dimension
of embedding vector is 768). An example of anchor set can be found in Figure 2.

---------------------
----great success-----
---------------------

Summary (peer/reference)
Source document

----------huge success----
--excellent result----------
--------------------------
---remarkable achievement

Anchor set (k=3)

huge success
excellent result

remarkable achiev.

Figure 2: An example of anchor set for the bigram “great success” when top-3 results are extracted.

The anchored version of ROUGE can be defined as follows once all the anchor sets for summary
particles (both in peer and reference) have been built. We calculate the union of anchor sets for all
particles in a reference summary and denote it as Cref. Eqn. 1 gives the formula of anchored ROUGE and
function T is defined by Eqn. 2. Notice that notation “RefSumm” is a collection of reference summaries,
ws is the count of particle s (with stemming) occurring in either peer or reference summary and δ is
Kronecker delta function, i.e. it is 1 only when two relevant variables are equal and 0 otherwise.

2https://github.com/google-research/bert

https://github.com/google-research/bert
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R-1 R-2 R-1-WE R-2-WE BERTScore S3
full S3

best Mover AncR-1 AncR-2

TAC
2008

r .747 .718 .579 .556 .750 .753 .754 .760 .772 .756
ρ .632 .635 .458 .388 .649 .652 .652 .672 .690 .653
τ .501 .498 .329 .301 .492 .497 .495 .507 .529 .511

TAC
2009

r .808 .803 .653 .671 .823 .838 .842 .831 .837 .842
ρ .692 .694 .516 .481 .703 .724 .731 .701 .730 .738
τ .533 .531 .384 .362 .545 .551 .557 .550 .571 .564

Table 1: Summary-level correlation results between reference-based automatic metrics and human judg-
ments (k=5 and n=4). Best correlations are in bold and our proposed metrics are AncR-1 and AncR-2.

ROUGE-anchored =

∑
ref∈RefSumm

∑
d∈Cref

min(T (d, peer), T (d, ref))∑
ref∈RefSumm

∑
d∈Cref

T (d, ref)
, (1)

T (d, summ) =
∑

s∈summ

i=k∑
i=1

dsi∈As

δd,dsi · ws · qsi, for summ ∈ {peer, ref}. (2)

The anchored metric listed above has based the computation on anchor sets residing in the source doc-
ument. For convenience, we will compare it with the original ROUGE metric, especially the equivalent
definition of ROUGE-N given by Lin and Bilmes (2011) (Theorem 3 in the original paper). Function T
replaces the count of summary particles, which is adopted in original ROUGE, and for a specific docu-
ment particle sums the weighted contributions from different summary particles (the weight coefficient
is the anchor strength qsi as shown in Eqn. 2). The factorws is used to assess the effect of multiple occur-
rences of the same summary particle s. In Eqn. 1, the min function is utilized to compute the weighted
matching degree based on document particle d (thus the overall metric will be less than one), which re-
vises the exact count of matching summary particles in original ROUGE. Based on these manipulations,
anchored ROUGE is endorsed by source document and freed from the pattern of “hard matching” in
original ROUGE, whose evaluation efficacy will be tested in the next section.

3 Evaluation Efficacy of Anchored ROUGE

Datasets. We select two datasets of topic-focused multi-document summarization (MDS), i.e. TAC
20083 and TAC 20094, for two main reasons: (1) MDS is more challenging than single document sum-
marization and summarizers tend to behave more differently for evaluation, which fits the purpose to
examine various metrics; (2) Multiple reference summaries are offered, which makes it possible to per-
form robustness test (see Table 2). The two datasets consist of 48 and 44 topics, respectively, each of
which has 10 source documents and 4 reference summaries, i.e. n is 4. We only use document set A of
official datasets in line with Louis and Nenkova (2013) and Gao et al. (2020). Additionally, TAC 2008
has 57 peer summaries for each topic while TAC 2009 has 55. All summaries are at most 100 words and
each peer summary is associated with a Pyramid score (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004), which serves
as the human judgment. For tuning the anchor set size (i.e. k in Section 2), another dataset (DUC 20075)
will be used.
Comparing metrics. These reference-based metrics are involved in the experiment. (1) ROUGE (Lin,
2004): a traditional metric for counting lexical-level overlap. For comparison, two variants are consid-
ered based on either unigram (R-1) or bigram (R-2). (2) ROUGE-WE (Ng and Abrecht, 2015): a metric
based on word2vec embeddings (Mikolov et al., 2013) to compute semantic similarity. ROUGE-WE
with unigram (R-1-WE) and bigram (R-2-WE) are computed. (3) BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019): a
direct metric computing token similarity with BERT embeddings. (4) S3

full and S3
best (Peyrard et al.,

3https://tac.nist.gov/2008/summarization/update.summ.08.guidelines.html
4https://tac.nist.gov/2009/Summarization/update.summ.09.guidelines.html
5https://duc.nist.gov/duc2007/tasks.html#pilot

https://tac.nist.gov/2008/summarization/update.summ.08.guidelines.html
https://tac.nist.gov/2009/Summarization/update.summ.09.guidelines.html
https://duc.nist.gov/duc2007/tasks.html#pilot
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Figure 3: Exploring anchor set size k.

TAC 2008 TAC 2009
r ρ r ρ

AncR-1

n=4 .772 .690 .837 .730
n=3 .770 .685 .836 .726
n=2 .769 .686 .832 .724
n=1 .764 .679 .831 .721

AncR-2

n=4 .756 .653 .842 .738
n=3 .760 .658 .840 .736
n=2 .754 .654 .835 .732
n=1 .751 .652 .833 .729

Table 2: Correlations computed with n references.

2017): two learned metrics that combine different sets of existing metrics. (5) Mover (Zhao et al., 2019):
a contextualized-embedding-based metric using Word Mover’s Distance (Kusner et al., 2015). We report
its best version with the BERT embeddings and the certain methods for fine-tuning and aggregation of
embeddings according to the original paper. (6) ROUGE-anchored: our metric proposed under the new
protocol as formulated in Section 2. Similar to ROUGE, we consider two variants with different particle
granularities, i.e. unigram (AncR-1) and bigram (AncR-2). Tuning on DUC 2007 sets the anchor set
size to 5.

Following the convention, we compute the average summary-level correlation with human judgments
for each metric in terms of three correlation coefficients: Pearson r, Spearman ρ and Kendall τ .
Main results. As shown in Table 1, the overall correlation results prove the superiority of our anchored
ROUGE metric. On both datasets, anchored ROUGE has achieved the highest correlations according
to all three correlation coefficients. More specifically, both AncR-1 and AncR-2 have a correlation
higher than their original counterparts (i.e. R-1 and R-2) and the gaps are over 2.5 and 1.3 percent,
respectively. Even the most recent metric based on advanced contextualized embeddings, i.e. Mover, has
fallen behind our metric (by over one percent as compared with AncR-1 on TAC 2008 and AncR-2 on
TAC 2009). For a more convincing comparison, we have conducted the pairwise Williams significance
test recommended by Graham (2015) between our metric (more precisely AncR-1 on TAC 2008 and
AncR-2 on TAC 2009) and other competitors and the result shows that the increases of our metric over
others except the supervised metric S3

best are statistically significant (p-value < 0.05).
Hyperparameter effect & Robustness. Two extra tests have been performed to further analyze our
metric. The effects of anchor set size k on Pearson correlations are illustrated in Figure 3, indicating
that an anchor set with the proper size is needed to establish the efficacy of our metric. The correlations
deteriorate when k is less than three and we see no substantial improvements with an extremely large
k that causes more intensive computation. The effect of the number of reference summaries is shown
in Table 2. We have used all available references to compute metrics when n is equal to four and used
n randomly selected references with a smaller n (note that the average of

(
4
n

)
results is reported). The

observation is that our metric is relatively robust to n and it demonstrates that our metric is less prone to
the reference noise observed in Kryscinski et al. (2019) or the reference bias introduced when very few
reference summaries are available (Hermann et al., 2015; Grusky et al., 2018).

4 Related Work

There are various reference-based automatic evaluation metrics for the task of document summarization.
The widely accepted metric is ROUGE (Lin, 2004) that focuses primarily on n-gram co-occurrence
statistics. Some strategies are proposed to replace the “hard matching” of ROUGE, such as the adoption
of WordNet (ShafieiBavani et al., 2018) and the fusion of ROUGE and word2vec (Ng and Abrecht,
2015). Another promising method of designing metrics is to directly compute the semantic similarity
of peer and reference summary, including the metrics utilizing various word embeddings such as ELMo
(Sun and Nenkova, 2019) and BERT (Zhang et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2019). Furthermore, Zhang et
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al. (2020) proposes a metric computing factual correctness based on information extraction. However,
none of the above metrics fall into the newly-introduced protocol. The anchored ROUGE proposed by
us is a refined metric that has followed the new protocol and enjoyed higher correlations with human
judgments.

5 Conclusion

We propose a new protocol to foster the development of reference-based automatic metrics to evaluate
document summarization. The protocol features the endorsement of source document and can be im-
plemented as an anchored version of the ROUGE metric fixing each summary particle on the ground of
source document. Experiments demonstrate that anchored ROUGE has a higher correlation with human
judgments as compared to other metrics. Also, our metric is robust to the number of reference sum-
maries, which can be applied to the challenging low-resource setting. Future works include extending
the new protocol to get various workable evaluation metrics besides anchored ROUGE.
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